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Introduction
In this position paper, I propose to look at an
autobiographical design project of designing and
making a camper van interior as a way to investigate
new forms of domestic spaces in relation to human
agency. Since October 2013, my partner and I have
designed and built a camper van interior to support our
travel, skiing, and biking endeavors. We have also lived
in the van for over 130 days (and nights) and have
traveled in Canada and the USA. As a research project,
the van conversion allowed me to investigate the
complexities and nuances of a case where people
engage in a process of making, transforming and
adapting a space they live in over a long period of time
[4].
This project relates to previous research investigating
how people live with design artifacts (digital or not) in
everyday settings and how they creatively appropriate,

remake, or modify them through ongoing practices. It
extends and builds on previous research focused on
everyday reconfigurations of spaces and adaptations of
everyday artifacts (e.g. [3,8–10]) as well as research
on do-it-yourself (DIY) practices of design and making
(e.g. [2,5–7]). As a human computer interaction (HCI)
research project, it reveals new areas of agency in a
domestic space and critically reconfigures more
common domestic areas of agency. Below, I offer two
main reflections to contribute to this workshop: the
opportunities of a constrained space but a changing
site, and the flexible need for services. These
reflections, I hope, can lead to productive discussions
around agency in the era of home automation and the
Internet of Things.

metal sheets. The back of the van represented a space
of approximately 6 feet wide by 10 feet long by 6 feet
tall. The complete van conversion was planned over
five years with the intention of reaching different stages
such as insulating the walls and floor, adding a
complete kitchen unit, electricity, water, solar panels,
etc. Each stage includes breaks that allow us to live in
the van and go skiing, mountain biking, or camping;
however small changes, additions, and repairs are
ongoing, even while traveling with the van. To date, the
van has been through five major building stages:
insulating the walls, creating a back platform for
storage, finishing the walls with cedar tongue-andgroove panels, building a unit that serves as benches
and a table that converts to a bed, and modifying a
shelving unit to create a kitchen area with a sink.

The van conversion
My partner and I bought a Sprinter van in October
2013 with the intention of converting it into a camper
van for camping and ski trips. The van was new with
nothing else in it other than the driver and passenger
seats. The walls were not finished; they were the bare

Constrained space / Flexible site
The van project offers a different perspective on the
layers of change in a house. In [1], Steward Brand
proposes six layers of change that happen in buildings:
site, structure, skin, services, space plan, and stuff. He

Figure 1. From left to right: Constrained space. Flexible sites (from Monument Valley, AZ, to Mount Baker, WA, USA). Extended space beyond the walls of the van.

argues that a site never changes, structure and skin
change rarely, while stuff can change weekly or daily.
While this can be true for some homes, we observed a
different reality in the van project. We realized that
changes could happen at every layer and that the scale
of time was different than the scale proposed by Brand.
For example, the interior of the van was built over the
last four years. Because the space is so constrained (60
square feet of livable space), we wanted to take our
time to understand how to build furniture that would fit
our needs best. By living in the space before building
everything—and by living with each change for multiple
months before the next step—we were able to slowly
add what was necessary and useful over the years. In
this case, our ownership of the space and our
ownership of the design and making process supported
a longer timeframe for adding furniture to a space.
In terms of site, because the van is mobile, we are able
to change site everyday if we want. Our agency, in this
case, is extended to a scale that is very rarely possible

for today’s houses, apartments, or condos, which are
bounded to a specific site. This mobility allows situating
our home in a variety of settings, from snowy
mountains to deserts, and from forests to cities. Each
location calls for a different set up of the interior of the
van as well. We observed how the location had an
important impact on how the stuff was organized in and
outside the van.
For instance, the site also determined how much we
could live beyond the walls of the van: how much we
could use the outside to also create a space that felt
like home for a few days at a time. The structure of the
home and the boundaries of the home are flexible and
allow for a creative interpretation of the space every
time we set up camp.

No strings attached?
While the van allows us to be off the grid for 3 to 4
days at a time, we are not fully autonomous in terms of
our need to access services. Managing resources like
water, gas and electricity is a daily activity that cannot

Figure 2. From left to right: Clean and grey water tanks. Lights, solar panels, and battery pack. Battery pack charging as we drive.

be ignored or relegated to the background like it is
often the case in a house. Our clean water tank
contains 23 liters. When on the road, we have to make
sure we stop in areas that have potable water to fill the
tank before settling in areas that are more remote.
Electricity requires a different routine. We have three
small USB rechargeable batteries. When driving, we
rotate through all three and recharge them in the USB
plugs of the vehicle. When we are stopped for a longer
period of time, we have small portable solar panels that
can charge the same batteries. In the evening, we use
the batteries to power lights and recharge cellphones.
Finally, cellphone connection is not always accessible in
remote parks or recreational areas. Access to wifi is
rare, and we sometimes add detours to our routes to
reach a café or restaurant that has wifi.
These three examples highlight how even though the
van is meant to be mobile, we still rely on the existing
grid for basic services. The possibility to be off the grid
but to reconnect with the grid every few days is
interesting because it highlights the resources we are
using and brings attention to the chores we need to
accomplish to gain those resources. Managing
resources in the van became a routine that we feel very
much in control of, which brings us agency in an area
that we don’t feel engaged as much with in our
apartment.

Questions / Provocations
I would have loved to bring this prototype to the
workshop, but it won’t be possible this year. I will bring
photos to share with all the participants. Based on the
case of the van conversion project, I would like to
propose the following questions during the workshop,
as a starting point for discussion:

•
•
•

•

How does temporary housing reconfigure
people’s agency in the home?
How does mobile housing reconfigure people’s
agency in the home?
How might these alternative agency positions
impact the design of interactive technologies
for the domestic space?
Are there opportunities to support human
agency in creating personal and unique IoT
devices or home automation systems?
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